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 They are the only patch released after 2009 which contains all new licenses for all teams. The World Roster Update Patch 2008
increased the number of teams from 210 to 217 and improved players’ names, items, profiles and backgrounds. With the

adoption of more accurate and detailed player data and new licenses, World Roster Update Patch 2008 made the players more
vivid and realistic. The history of the World Roster Update Patch 2008 One of the most famous FIFA patch series, World

Roster Update Patch 2008, is the update of 2007 FIFA KOREA, the only FIFA patch released in 2008. This patch series has
been developed over five years, and in 2008, they produced FIFA KOREA World Roster Update Patch 2008 with the latest

licenses. Below are the main features of the 2009 World Roster Update Patch 2008: Increased the number of teams from 210 to
217. Players’ names, items, profiles and backgrounds have been improved. The game bugs have been fixed, and the game's

performance has been improved. Re-released the original FIFA KOREA which contains most of the patch features (excluding
license). This patch will be updated every year. A downloadable patch version will be released so that the customers who don't
own FIFA KOREA will be able to enjoy most of the patch features. There are three types of patches: - Xbox 360 - PlayStation

3 - PC More detailed information about the patches will be provided later on. FIFA KOREA 2009/10 update This update is
composed of four main sections: Content updates of 2009 FIFA KOREA Re-released 2009 FIFA KOREA Content update of
2009 FIFA KOREA Content update of 2010 FIFA KOREA FIFA KOREA 2009/10 update gives a good FIFA match which is
different from the original FIFA KOREA. For example, the number of players has been increased, and as a result, the game is
more exhilarating and entertaining. Also, the game is updated with licensed players, and they are more realistic and vivid. This

game features all new cards, players and staffs. New cards, players, items, profiles, backgrounds and logos have been introduced
to this game. The cards have been upgraded with the new licensing system and as a result, the 82157476af
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